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Last month, we came up with an idea of setting up our own foundation in a way of giving back to 

society. There are several plans we have discussed and here are 3; 

 

1. Serve as Police Reserve 

2. Work with an NGO – raped & abused 

3. Plantation  

 

Recently we met a lady who happens to be a secretary to item 1 and we thought this could be an 

immediate action item we can sign up and start the programme. At the same time, we need to 

understand more on legal requirement/s when setting up a foundation like ours. Due to the fact we 

have zero knowledge on nonprofit organization, we need to understand its demands too.  

 

Creating a foundation with good intent can be rewarding, but I suppose it requires more than just 

funding, laws and regulations. Among other aspect to look into is operations, attracting donors, 

and review programmes for possible funding. Some may choose to establish a fund through a 

community charity, but don’t necessarily have the final say in how the money is distributed. But 

we have to start somewhere. 

 

Purpose – don’t we all age!??! Don’t we all want to feel…..belonged? This foundation can serve 

partly as retirement programme starting with me first being the elder. And if it works out, it can 

serve many of my colleagues too in time to come. It is another platform after professionalism 

where they find purpose in life. Objectively, I’d like to create a purpose in life even after career 

ends. Continuity is key! 

 

As for NGO, there are aplenty outside and we just need to identify one that gives. Our particular 

interest at this juncture would be on serving society needs, i.e., safety or human rights! We will 

see what comes up and I will keep you folks posted 

 

   

Sincerely, 

BL Cheah 

 

 


